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idScan® is an easy-to-use modular application, capable of
scanning a variety of personal cards such as driver licenses,
ID cards, medical insurance cards, passports, visitor cards,
as well as checks and photos.
idScan® is capable of reading the cards' printed information
*from both sides, as well as barcodes and magnetic strips.
It extracts the document's image and text data arranged in
appropriate text ﬁelds into a ﬁle or the clipboard. The
extracted image and data can be saved to a ﬁle or exported
to any other application, email, FTP and the web.

Document types
idScan® is capable of scanning and extracting data from
the following documents (also available as
document-speciﬁc single modules):
Driver license (Full text extraction)
Driver license barcode (1D&2D pdf417)
Driver license with magnetic strip
Business card
Checks
Medical card
Passport

Fully automated scanning process

Allows users to focus on
chain-feeding media into the scanner,
while image processing and data
extraction take place automatically in
the background.
Automatic page-feed detection

Launches the scan job immediately
upon the insertion of a document into
the scanner.
Documents image and data are
stored locally or exported
automatically.

idScan® for driver license comes with a choice of high

Extensive export capabilities: export
to any other application, email, FTP
and the web

quality, twain compatible color scanners, ranging from A6 to
A4, with a resolution of 600 DPI. A magnetic strip reader is also
available. All scanners connect to the computer's USB port thus
requiring no external power supply, and have a small footprint.

Image auto alignment
Automatically corrects incorrect card
insertion.

Scanners

Developers
idScan® for driver license is available to developers with
our standard idScan® utility (illustrated in the screenshot)
as well as our powerful SDK tools with support for C++,
Visual Basic and many other programming tools and
languages.

For more information:
Card Scanning Solutions
6167 Bristol Parkway
Suite 330
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 867-2625
Mon-Thu 07:00 to 5:00 PST
and Fri 07:00 to 4:00 PST
Fax: (419) 735-2419
www.card-reader.com

Features

*One or two scans, depending on the scanner
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Capable of scanning any photo media
including paper photos, ID cards,
Passports, checks and even rigid
plastic credit cards.
Data is automatically extracted into
appropriate text ﬁelds.

